Rewarding Innovation
By Paige Leavitt

Asking employees to be innovative may seem easy enough. But fostering a creative environment and leveraging valuable ideas that result in viable new products and processes have proven to be quite a challenge. So what can help?

To drive innovation, organizations must determine what works in an innovation context. How do behavior, motivation, appreciation, social cohesion and allegiance, engagement and commitment, and attitudes and feelings come into play? And how can structured rewards and recognition encourage employees to change their behavior?

The American Productivity & Quality Center (APQC) has found that to drive innovation in products and services, an organization needs innovative approaches to rewards and recognition. Given that employees have valid needs for achievement, status, and affiliation, organizations are tasked with providing structure and consistency that will motivate employees to pursue creative and effective ideas.

In working with APQC member companies and generating research for the upcoming Best-Practice Report Using Knowledge Management to Drive Innovation, APQC has found compelling examples of rewards and recognition from historically innovative organizations. The following examples, along with the expert opinion of APQC KM specialist Kimberly Lopez, can serve as a starting point for creating an environment that encourages innovation.

"It requires a blending of creativity with business processes to ensure good ideas become of value to the company," said Lopez. "Supporting a creative environment requires innovation to be recognized, nurtured, and rewarded."

The Basics
Those leading organizations that drive innovation through rewards and recognition first addressed the basic principles of encouraging specific behaviors.

- Create a design team.
- Consistently acknowledge those who contribute ideas, knowledge, and time. Senior management may recognize innovative design teams and champions, whereas peers typically nominate and recognize teammates for their contributions to the overall effort.
- Provide special recognition to volunteers, change agents, and model innovators. Keep names associated with contributions.
- Disseminate success stories concerning invention of a successful new product or approach.
- Link innovation to the core cultural values of the organization. Explain the justification behind rewards and how meeting goals will affect overall and individual outcomes.
- Compile a committee of human resources, knowledge management, research and development, and representatives from business units to develop guidelines and suggestions to encourage innovation.

"Organizations typically have experience encouraging certain productive behaviors," said Lopez. "Many of
those lessons learned can be the foundation to encourage innovation from employees."

**Design Issues**

As with all organizational rewards and recognition, balancing intrinsic and extrinsic motivation is a challenge. Intrinsic motivation refers to an internal desire to act, such as when the task itself seems rewarding and meets a person’s goals. Extrinsic motivation refers to external encouragement to act in order to meet a final reward. "In recent studies at APQC, best-practice organizations were more likely to explicitly attempt to motivate for innovation," said Lopez.

When an organization establishes extrinsic rewards for innovation, it must be wary of:

- attributing more importance to money than it actually has,
- confusing compensation with rewards,
- stifling teamwork through individual recognition,
- ignoring the underlying issues behind behaviors, and
- a reward’s decreased effectiveness over time.

To instill intrinsic motivation, several innovative organizations have encouraged peer recognition, arranged events, and established work structures conducive to cultivating relevant innovations.

Yet establishing a structure for rewards and recognition involves more than just following a list of guidelines and principles. Challenges lie in ensuring consistency across an organization, yet recognizing the needs of different business units. For instance, innovative sales approaches obviously are separate from innovative manufacturing activities. As a result, best-practice organizations develop guidelines instead of an imposing corporatwide approach.

Organizations must also thoroughly flesh out the structure to administer the reward system: Who decides who gets recognized? How are innovations defined? In addition to innovators, should enablers be rewarded? For each question, there is a delicate balance of pros and cons. For example, it may seem appropriate to let supervisors determine who should be rewarded. After all, they see who commits effort. But this may encourage employees to conceal problems from the persons who could help them. "When supervisors hold control of rewards, employees are less likely to discuss or share failures that can stifle innovation or important lessons," said Lopez. "Don't establish a reward system that will create a fear of failure within the organization."

Organizations are also tasked with determining how much emphasis should be placed on recognizing innovative behavior instead of results. Boeing Rocketdyne has faced issues from recognizing and rewarding the successes of employees. The company has several programs to reward innovative employees, including its Leading Edge award, the Pillar award, and the Engineer of the Year award. Furthermore, an innovator could also be promoted. But the result of recognizing individuals is that cooperation is avoided and knowledge may be hoarded.

At Boeing Rocketdyne, there is a growing belief that innovation comes from an intrinsic sense of motivation and that a reliance on external motivation can stifle cooperation. "An organization cannot create a climate for innovation and knowledge sharing without finding a balance between intrinsic and extrinsic motivators for its employees," said Lopez. "If intrinsic motivation declines, it will take more and more extrinsic rewards to maintain the behavior. And competition for rewards may negatively impact teamwork."

Some organizations have found that recognizing individual achievement is critical for them. Especially when a project involves an extended time frame, recognizing and encouraging innovative behavior must come well before revenue is realized. Organizations operating under the mantra that justice delayed is justice denied often create a close proximity between behavior and rewards. "For best-practice organizations such as NASA and Millennium Pharmaceuticals, a project, whether it is space exploration
Peer Recognition

APQC has found that at many historically innovative organizations that extrinsic rewards can actually impede innovation. "As extrinsic motivation -- or the perception by the person that they are acting because of extrinsic motivation -- increases, intrinsic motivation can decline," said Lopez. "Additionally, focusing on monetary rewards as extrinsic motivators can add further complications. Issues arise when you attribute more importance to money than it actually has and make money more prominent than it needs to be."

Instead of monetary rewards for innovators, 3M relies primarily on peer recognition to encourage innovation. Like Boeing Rocketdyne, 3M wants to avoid employees hoarding new ideas and failing to collaborate. Instead, 3M employees share ideas for peer recognition. This recognition includes the Technical Circle of Excellence award in which innovators, selected by coworkers, receive a trip to the company retreat in Minnesota. For technical promotions, the ability of somebody to work with others inside and outside their laboratory is very much a part of the promotion criteria, especially at the higher levels. "In addition to peer recognition, 3M celebrates success stories and propagates tales of innovation and contribution," said Lopez. "The stories about great inventors, such as Art Fry, become legends at 3M."

Formal Events

"Bringing people together who would not normally meet is a great way to foster connections that can lead to innovation," said APQC President Carla O’Dell. To inspire innovation, the World Bank holds programs called knowledge fairs as learning opportunities. "The knowledge fairs provide an opportunity to create relationships that build social capital across projects, disciplines, time, and geography," said Lopez. A fair called the Development Marketplace, for instance, provides a venue to seek new ways of addressing poverty. This fair holds a competition, initially between staff and now open to anyone, to develop innovative ways to fight poverty. In 2002 the competition resulted in 2,400 entries with 204 finalists, and more than 40 of the suggested programs were funded.

The World Bank also uses extrinsic incentives to foster innovation. The innovation and development marketplaces reward outstanding creativity (of both staff and other organizations) in addressing poverty. From these extrinsic rewards to generating enthusiasm through knowledge fairs, the World Bank has patiently shifted the culture to understand that innovation is as important as other work.

Work Structure

At innovative organizations, APQC has found that time must be established for innovation. If employees feel they have to take time away from ostensibly more important work, they won’t. "Contrary to popular belief, people do not always work best under pressure and need time to reflect," said Lopez. "In addition to senior management, it is critical that direct supervisors are supportive of such a work structure."

At 3M, laboratory employees operate under a "15 percent rule." The company allows employees to spend 15 percent of their time on any idea that could benefit 3M. This time is not tracked, but the rule is embedded in the culture; it is seen as a symbol of the freedom and encouragement to generate and develop new ideas, rather than an entitlement of time. 3M supervisors are instructed to respect the concept.

3M also supports innovation with small grants. Both of these programs represent a second chance to fund a project if an idea is not originally approved for development. The two programs represent approximately $1 million out of the total $1.1 billion budget for research and development.

An Innovative Culture

Ultimately, approaches such as formal events, peer recognition, and embedding innovation in a work structure lead to a dynamic cultural shift: innovation is aligned with the overall goals of the organization. Rewards and recognition, specifically balancing extrinsic and intrinsic incentives, influence how
employees approach their responsibilities. "With encouragement and a clear explanation of innovation’s place in daily activities, organizations can prosper from their most important resources: their employees," said Lopez.

APQC has conducted many benchmarking studies relevant to both rewards and recognition and workplace innovation. Study findings are available in APQC’s online bookstore. Some Best-Practice Reports of interest follow:

Innovative Approaches to Organizational Success in the New Economy
Managing Innovation for New Product Development: The Fuzzy Front End
Retaining Valuable Knowledge: Proactive Strategies to Deal with a Shifting Work Force
Successfully Implementing Knowledge Management
New Product Development: Gaining and Using Market Insight
Next-Generation Knowledge Management: Enabling Business Processes
Enabling Human Resources as a Strategic Partner
Creating a Knowledge-Sharing Culture
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